Popular Brands Appearing Next To Misogynistic Narratives
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on misogynistic disinformation stories.

This deck focuses on stories that have adversarial narratives about:

- The feminist movement as destroying men’s masculinity.
- Questioning gender is against human nature.
- Feminism is ruining society.
- Muslim men and transgendered individuals are “rapists”
Popular brands funding these stories:

- Amazon
- Verizon
- Chevrolet
- eBay
- Harry's
- Microsoft
- Progressive
- Capital One
- New York Aquarium
- Cigna
- Grover
Ad tech servicing these ads & funding these stories:

Google

Amazon

AdRoll
Welcome to Equiterra: A male-emasculating Utopia

Exclusive: Patrice Lewis takes a skeptical view of U.N. group's mythical 'gender equality' city

By Patricia Lewis
Published April 23, 2021 at 6:44pm

There has been a lot of bad news lately, but any good news to be had?

Fear not. The United Nations Women are here to help.

Yes, there is a group called United Nations Women. They're all about economic

You'll probably notice a theme as you read through the amenities of Equiterra:
Everything is the fault of men. Gosh, if women were in charge of the world, Equiterra would be achievable right away. The only men permitted in Equiterra would be emasculated ones, suitably woke and with all testosterone drained via the Toxic Masculinity Recycling Plant.
Defenses of the family begin with biology — the differences between men and women and the dependence of children. Feminists deny that sexual differences are natural and that children need their biological parents to thrive. A cottage industry of books, written by liberal feminists, Christians, and Darwinian evolutionists, catalog the scientific basis for continuing to think that sex differences are ineradicable features of human life.

The sexual promiscuity that feminism peddles as a key to liberation pales in comparison to the love and lovemaking within a lasting marriage. Graglia shows how feminist insights into womanly restlessness point not to feminist conclusions but a world beyond the workplace in the patterns of eternity precisely when human beings are grounded in families.
Defenses of the family begin with biology — the differences between men and women and the dependence of children. Feminists deny that sexual differences are natural and that children need their biological parents to thrive. A cottage industry of books, written by liberal feminists, Christians, and Darwinian evolutionists, catalog the scientific basis for continuing to think that sex differences are ineradicable features of human life.

The sexual promiscuity that feminism peddles as a key to liberation pales in comparison to the love and lovemaking within a lasting marriage. Graglia shows how feminist insights into womanly restlessness point not to feminist conclusions but a world beyond the workplace in the patterns of eternity precisely when human beings are grounded in families.
roles.” Radical feminism asserts that these gender roles are due to the nebulous and nefarious forces of the patriarchy. Transgender activism purports that biological sex and “gender” are non-binary fluid constructs. Scientifically speaking,
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When President Harris Breaks the Glass Ceiling (and Everything Else)

By John Green

The Democrats are poised to shatter the glass ceiling by providing us with the first female president of the United States. If recent events are any indication, this accomplishment may happen sooner rather than later. The first indication is the memo recently issued by the White House directing all personnel to refer to the new administration as the Biden/Harris (or is it Harris/Biden?) administration. Bill and Hillary were just unconvincing posers; this is what a real co-presidency looks like.

In several speeches, old Joe has referred to Kamala as President Harris. Republicans are quick to label this a gaffe, an indication of Joe's mental decline. It's nothing of the sort. President Asterisk is using Cognitive

Upon his nomination, Joe Biden selected Kamala Harris to be his vice presidential running mate. His decision was based on her selfless government service and the coconut shampoo she's rumored to use. As a further demonstration of her principled standards, Kamala accepted the offer to serve at the pleasure of a known racist and sexist. Patriot that she is, it was her duty to accept personal sacrifice in service to her country.
The lie of equality is only going to continue to weaken the U.S. Armed Forces and national security. This is more proof that diversity is not our strength.
Pro-LGBTQ lady preacher misgenders God, will only quote women, says God isn't male

(BLAST OF THE BIBLE) – Carmen Hamm, a restaurant owner in Canada was invited to speak at Connect Church XE in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan where she says that despite the fact that she will only quote women, Jesus gets a pass because God is not "gendered."

This is interesting coming from the progressive, pro-LGBTQ community as they tend to believe that people can be whatever gender they choose. Apparently, the one.
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The Abolition of Gender
By Fay Yoschell

At the height of the French Terror, Maximilian Robespierre recommended that in the name of equality all church steeples be demolished. The reason? They towered over other buildings and thus signified conflict with the principles of equality.

For the Left, destruction is always the means for achieving “equality.” The inexorable logic of leveling differentiations, be they institutional or in nature itself, has now reached the level of insanity.

Today’s revolutionaries have taken the principle of destruction of hierarchies, including religious hierarchies, even further than the most ardent advocates of the Terror. In the name of liberty, equality, and fraternity, they have pronounced Nature itself, including the biological distinction between men and women, as inherently unjust.

As the collective “Laboria Cuboniks” posted on Twitter, “If nature is unjust, change nature.”

The annihilation of Nature itself, including the abolition of gender is a goal: “XF is vehemently anti-naturalist. Essentialist naturalism reeks of theology -- the sooner it is exorcised, the better.”
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